Massive neutrinos and dark energy
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We consider the impact of the Heidelberg-Moscow claim for a detection of neutrino mass on the determination of the dark energy equation of state. By combining the Heidelberg-Moscow result with the WMAP 3-years data and other cosmological datasets we constrain the equation of state to $-1.67 < w < -1.05$ at 95% c.l. While future data are certainly needed for a confirmation of the controversial Heidelberg-Moscow claim, our result shows that future laboratory searches for neutrino masses may play a crucial role in the determination of the dark energy properties.

1. Introduction

As very well known in the literature massive neutrinos can be extremely relevant for cosmology and leave key signatures in several cosmological data sets. Current cosmological data, in the framework of a cosmological constant, are able to indirectly constrain the absolute neutrino mass to $\sum m_\nu < 0.75$ eV at 95% c.l. [1] and are in tension with the Heidelberg-Moscow claim (HM hereafter). In fact, double beta decay searches from the HM experiment have reported a signal for a neutrino mass at $> 4\sigma$ level [2], recently promoted to $> 6\sigma$ level by a pulse-shape analysis [3]. This claim translates in a total neutrino mass of $\sum m_\nu > 1.2$ eV at 95% c.l.. While this claim is still considered as controversial (see e.g. [4]), it should be noted that it comes from the most sensitive ($^{76}$Ge) detector to date and no independent experiment can, at the moment, falsify it.

However, as first noticed by [5], there is some form of anticorrelation between the equation of state parameter $w$ and $\sum m_\nu$. The cosmological bound on neutrino masses can therefore be relaxed by using a DE component with a more negative value of $w$ than a cosmological constant. As we show here, the HM claim is compatible with the cosmological data only if the equation of state (parameterized as constant) is $w < -1$ at 95%.

2. Method

The method we adopt is based on the publicly available Markov Chain Monte Carlo package cosmomc [8] with a convergence diagnostics done through the Gelman and Rubin statistic. We sample the following eight-dimensional set of cosmological parameters, adopting flat priors on them: the physical baryon, Cold Dark Matter and massive neutrinos densities, $\omega_\text{b} = \Omega_\text{b}h^2$, $\omega_\text{c} = \Omega_\text{c}h^2$ and $\Omega_\nu h^2$, the ratio of the sound horizon to the angular diameter distance at decoupling, $\theta_s$, the scalar spectral index $n_s$, the overall normalization of the spectrum $A$ at $k = 0.05$ Mpc$^{-1}$, the optical depth to reionization, $\tau$, and, finally, the DE equation of state parameter $w$.

Furthermore, we consider purely adiabatic initial conditions and we impose flatness. We include the three-year WMAP data [1] (temperature and polarization) with the routine for computing the likelihood supplied by the WMAP team. Together with the WMAP data we also consider the small-scale CMB measurements of CBI [10], VSA [11], ACBAR [12] and BOOMERANG-2k2 [13]. In addition to the CMB data, we include the constraints on the real-space power spectrum of galaxies from the SLOAN galaxy redshift survey (SDSS) [14] and 2dF [15], and the Supernovae Legacy Survey data from
Finally, we include the Heidelberg-Moscow as in the recent analysis of \cite{17}. For a more detailed description of the analysis see \cite{18}.

Using the theoretical input for $C_{mn}^{(76\text{ Ge})}$ from Ref. \cite{19}, the $0\nu2\beta$ claim of \cite{2} is transformed in the $2\sigma$ range

$$\log_{10}(m_{\beta\beta}/\text{eV}) = -0.23 \pm 0.14 ,$$

i.e., $0.43 < m_{\beta\beta} < 0.81$ (at $2\sigma$, in eV).

Considering all current oscillation data (see \cite{17}) and under the assumption of a 3 flavor neutrino mixing the above constraint yields:

$$0.0137 < \Omega_\nu h^2 < 0.026$$

at $95\%$ c.l. where we used the well known relation: $\Omega_\nu h^2 = \Sigma m_\nu/93.2\text{ eV}$.

Our main results are plotted in Fig.1 where we show the constraints on the $w - \Sigma m_\nu$ plane in two cases, with and without the HM prior on neutrino masses. As we can see, without the HM prior we are able to reproduce the results already presented in the literature (see e.g. \cite{1}), namely current cosmological data constrain neutrino masses to be $\Sigma m_\nu < 0.75\text{ eV}$. However an interesting anti-correlation is present between the DE parameter $w$ and the neutrino masses and larger neutrino masses are in better agreement with the data for more negative values of $w$. It is therefore clear that when we add the HM prior ($\Sigma m_\nu \sim 1.8 \pm 0.6\text{ eV}$ at $95\%$ c.l., again see Fig.1) the contours are shifted towards higher values of neutrino masses and towards lower values of $w$.

A combined analysis of cosmological data with the HM priors gives $-1.67 < w < -1.05$ and $0.66 < \Sigma m_\nu < 1.11$ (in eV) at $95\%$ c.l. excluding the case of the cosmological constant at more than $2\sigma$ with $\Sigma m_\nu = 0.85\text{ eV}$, $w = -1.31$ and $\Omega_m = 0.35$ as best fit values. Without the HM prior the data gives $-1.28 < w < -0.92$ and $\Sigma m_\nu < 0.73\text{ eV}$ again at $95\%$ c.l. with $w = -1.02$, $\Sigma m_\nu = 0.05\text{ eV}$ and $\Omega_m = 0.29$ as best fit values.

The inclusion of the HM prior affects also other parameters. We found, at $95\%$ c.l.: $0.916 < n_s < 0.979$ (0.926 $<$ $n_s < 0.989$ withouth HM), $0.0209 < \Omega_b h^2 < 0.0235$ (0.0211 $<$ $\Omega_b h^2 < 0.0238$ without HM), $0.302 < \Omega_m < 0.444$ (0.262 $<$ $\Omega_m < 0.360$ without HM). It is interesting to notice that the inclusion of massive neutrinos seems to further rule out the scale-invariant $n_s = 1$ model. From a theoretical point of view, there are several possibilities for an equation of state of dark energy less than $-1$. Scalar fields with positive kinetic energy have $w > -1$ while phantom fields \cite{9} can have $w < -1$ but they have a negative kinetic energy and many fundamental theoretical problems. Another possibility is to follow the approach of interacting DE \cite{7,11-13}. Interacting DE are models where the dark energy interacts with other particles, as for example dark matter or neutrinos. In fact, the energy scale of DE ($\mathcal{O}(10^{-3}\text{ eV})$) is of the order of the neutrino mass scale and this may suggest for a link between neutrino physics and DE that must certainly be further investigated. In particular, the net effect of this interaction is to change the apparent equation of state of DE\cite{7}.

3. Conclusions

We have considered the cosmological implications of the controversial HM result. A scenario...
based on a cosmological constant is unable to provide a good fit to current data when a massive neutrino component as large as suggested by HM is included in the analysis. A better fit to the data is obtained when the DE component is described with an equation of state \( w \sim -1.3 \), with \( w < -1 \) at more than 95% c.l.. As far as we know, this is the only dataset able to exclude a cosmological constant at such high significance.

There exists, therefore, a significant tension between the indirect, observational measurements leading to the LCDM scenario and the direct HM observations. Rather than implying one should rule out evidence from the direct measurements purely on the basis of disparity with the indirect observations, this tension suggests we should keep our minds open to alternative dark energy scenarios beyond a cosmological constant.

Systematics can be present in the HM data and a more conservative treatment (see [2]) would lead to a better agreement with a cosmological constant. However, phantom models with \( w < -1 \) would still provide a better fit to the data. On the other hand, using a more conservative approach towards cosmology, by, for example, combining HM only with the CMB dataset, would provide even larger values of \( \Sigma m_\nu \) and more negative values for \( w \). Recent combined analysis with Lyman-\( \alpha \) forest data ([6],[17]) imply tight constraints on neutrino masses (\( \Sigma m_\nu < 0.2 \) eV), seemingly at discord with the HM result, and also in some tension with CMB data alone. Future larger scale Lyman-\( \alpha \) surveys and refinements in the analysis, addressing systematic uncertainties and sensitivity to modeling assumptions, will allow a better assessment of how these tensions will be resolved.

A determination of the absolute neutrino mass scale will therefore not only bring relevant information for neutrino physics but may be extremely important in the determination of the dark energy properties and in shedding light on a possible neutrino-dark energy connection.
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